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Does the consensus view of 
idealization have legs?
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A consensus view 
of idealization?
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Commentary C

Mäki on Models

Agent A

Model M

Model 
descriptions Purpose P Audience E

Target R
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Abstractions
Violate “all the truth”. Some known entities or interactions 
are left out of the model.

Idealizations
Violate “nothing but the truth”. Entities or interactions are 
strategically misrepresented by the model.

Abstraction vs. Idealization
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truth re-nomination

Mäki’s on truth re-nomination

by meta-claimby paraphrase

applicability

negligibility
(ontic or 

epistemic)

early-step

tractability

pedagogy

…

Mäki, U., 2011. The truth of false idealizations in modeling. In P. Humphreys & 
C. Imbert, eds. Representations, Models and Simulations. pp. 1–18. 
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McMullinCartwright

Wimsatt Weisberg
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Cartwright

by meta-claimby paraphrase

applicability

negligibility

early-step

tractability

pedagogy

…

Ceteris 
paribus laws

Unrealistic 
idealizations

Realistic 
idealizations
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Cartwright McMullin

Wimsatt Weisberg
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McMullin

by meta-claimby paraphrase

applicability

negligibility

early-step

tractability

pedagogy

…

Causal 
idealization

Material 
construct 

idealization

Mathematical
idealization

Formal 
construct 

idealization

wait!
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Cartwright McMullin

Wimsatt Weisberg
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Wimsatt

by meta-claimby paraphrase

applicability

negligibility

early-step

tractability

pedagogy

…

Local 
applicability

“Idealization”

Incompleteness

wrong 
interactions

wrong entities

failure of 
prediction

wait!
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Cartwright McMullin

Wimsatt Weisberg
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Weisberg

Minimal 
models

by meta-claimby paraphrase

applicability

negligibility

early-step

tractability

pedagogy

…

Multiple 
models

wait!

Galilean 
idealization
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Cartwright McMullin

Wimsatt Weisberg
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The Lotka-Volterra
predatory-prey model
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Between the world wars, Volterra and his son-
in-law Umberto d’Ancona (1896–1964) 
collaborated on a theory to explain certain 
fishery statistics form the first war.

They developed a general theory of 
interspecies dynamics from this.

The Puzzle

Vito Volterra 
(1860–1940)
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The Puzzle

Pearson, E. S. 1927. The Application of the Theory of Differential Equations to the Solution of 
Problems connected with the Interdependence of Species. Biometrika 19:216–222.
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A system of coupled differential equations

where N1=prey, N2=predators, ε1=growth coefficient prey, ε2=growth coefficient 
predators, and γ1=coefficient of voracity, γ2=coefficient of defense.

With specific values, one class of solutions looks like this…

…and thus phenomena such as fluctuations in population size can be explained.

The Model

growth
decrease

dN1

dt
= (✏1 � �1N2)N1

dN2

dt
= (�✏2 + �2N1)N2
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The third law

III. If we try to destroy 
individuals of both species 
uniformly and proportionately to 
their number, the average 
number of individuals of the 
eaten species grows and the 
average number of the eating 
species diminishes (see Fig. I).

Volterra, V. 1926. Fluctuations in the abundance of a species 
considered mathematically. Nature 118: 558-560.
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Idealizations in the predator-prey-model

dN1

dt
= (✏1 � �1N2)N1

dN2

dt
= (�✏2 + �2N1)N2

continuous 
variables

increase of predators a 
linear function of the 
population size of the 

prey

infinite growth of the 
prey in the absence of 

predators

and not to mention: the model 
does not accommodate such 
common occurrences as an 

especially harsh winter!

all individuals 
(regardless of age) have 

the same death rate
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Isolation: separating ontic 
and epistemic negligibility
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The neglect of seasonal variation

Naturally the conditions one discovers 
in the association of animals are very 
complex; the relationships between 
species which live together are very 
diverse, and the influences the 
environment can exert on these 
relationships are no less confounding. 
(p. 14)

Volterra, V. and U. D’Ancona. 1935. Les associations 
biologiques au point de vue mathématique. Paris: Hermann.
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The neglect of seasonal variation

If one had to keep track of all circumstances, the 
difficulties of a mathematical study would be 
augmented extremely and the solutions one 
reached would not be easy to interpret. It is thus 
appropriate to start from the most simple 
hypotheses possible, and only then to bring our 
investigation to bear on those factors of which we 
did not take account in the beginning. This is the 
method that Volterra adopted in his study of 
interspecific relationships. He first considered 
only purely internal phenomena, determined 
solely by the voracity of the species that live 
together and by their reproductive capability.
(p. 14)

Volterra, V. and U. D’Ancona. 1935. Les associations 
biologiques au point de vue mathématique. Paris: Hermann.

So: 
tractability? 
early-step?
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The neglect of seasonal variation

We will schematize the phenomena 
by taking hypotheses that are 
perhaps rough, but simple, which 
will permit simple mathematical 
treatments, and we will in general 
neglect variations in external actions, 
in order to study what one may call 
the purely internal phenomenon.
(p. 3)

Volterra, V. 1931. Leçons sur la théorie mathématique de la 
lutte pour la vie. Paris: Gauthier-Villars.

NB: No de-idealization takes place, which 
we would expect if early-step and 

tractability were the correct categories.
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Extension 1: Isolation as its own category

truth re-nomination

by meta-claimby paraphrase

applicability

negligibility

early-step

tractability

pedagogy

…

isolation
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Mäki regards isolation as the epistemic variant of the 
negligibility category (where ontic negligibility is the other 
variant). We think this overtaxes the negligibility idea.

Therefore: We elevate “isolation” to its own category 
under the paraphrase heading, since it seems to fit the 
Volterra case very well.

Other authors would agree: Weisberg is after the same 
thing with his “minimal models” category. Wimsatt’s 
“incompleteness” category also seems to fit.

Extension 1: Isolation as its own category
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A point for discussion: Isolation seems to be recognized as 
a type of idealization by many authors. But we are 
uncomfortable with it.

The threat is that of reduction to other categories of 
idealization. In brief: Can we ever leave factors out of our 
model which are not also in the ontic negligibility category 
in at least some ranges of application?

If not, then why not accommodate isolation in the 
categories of negligibility and applicability?

Critique of isolation?
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Supervenience: between 
negligibility and abstraction
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Here we are concerned about such idealizations as the 
homogeneity of individuals and the simple dependencies between 
the populations.

Homogeneity of individuals: all individuals in the population 
have the same birth and death rate, regardless of age or size.

Linear dependencies: the increase of the predator population in 
each time interval is a linear function of the size of the prey 
population (conversely, the decline of the prey population is a 
linear function of the size of the predator population).

Let’s talk about two further idealizations…
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Homogeneity of individuals

It will further be useful to accept from 
the beginning, for reasons of simplicity, 
that the individuals of each species are 
among each other identical, thus 
neglecting all differences of age, size, 
sex, etc. In addition, we will assume 
them to be invariable in time. And we 
will not take account of periodicities 
due to births and deaths. (p. 14)

Volterra, V. and U. D’Ancona. 1935. Les associations 
biologiques au point de vue mathématique. Paris: Hermann.

So again: 
tractability? 
early-step?
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Homogeneity of individuals

We can thus say that for a short interval 
of a given duration, in a sufficiently large 
species, the number of births and deaths 
are proportional to the total number of 
individuals which exist during that time 
interval. (p. 5)

Volterra, V. 1931. Leçons sur la théorie mathématique de la 
lutte pour la vie. Paris: Gauthier-Villars.
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Is this negligibility? No: For we are not saying that the 
effects of age structure are small. Age structure has no 
influence for certain parametrizations of the model.

Is this simple abstraction, then, just leaving something out? 
No: Because our model does misrepresent reality by giving 
all individuals of the population the same birth/death rate.

For these types of problems related to the levels of 
description, a new category which we call supervenience 
is required.

Idealizations and the levels of description
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Extension 2: supervenience as a new 
category

truth re-nomination

by meta-claimby paraphrase

applicability

negligibility

early-step

tractability

pedagogy

…

isolation

supervenience
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The supervenience category

[I]n a real gas, there will be 
transfers of energy from 
molecules to walls, and from 
walls to molecules. These will 
balance out (since the walls are 
made up of molecules at the 
same temperature as the gas). 
The rates of transfer back and 
forth can be ignored; all that 
need be specified is that the 
transfers have no cumulative 
effect. (Strevens, p. 313) 

Strevens, M. 2008. Depth: An account of scientific explanation. Harvard University Press.
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The supervenience category

The assumption that the 
coefficients of increase and of 
decrease be respectively linear 
in relation to N2 and N1, may 
seem very loose, but it is 
justified as we shall see [. . . ], 
if we compute these 
coefficients by means of the 
probable number of encounters 
of the individuals of the two 
species. (p. 9–10)

Volterra, V. 1928. Variations and fluctuations of the number of individuals in 
animal species living together. J. Cons. int. Explor. Mer 3(1): 3–51.
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The supervenience category

The method adopted for the 
general case consists in 
studying the effects produced 
by the encounters of two 
individuals of the different 
species, and we will call it the 
method of encounters. It is 
analogous to the method which 
is the basis of the theory of 
gases. (p. 14)

Volterra, V. and U. D’Ancona. 1935. Les associations 
biologiques au point de vue mathématique. Paris: Hermann.
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Some idealizations are neither negligibility claims nor abstractions, but 
something in between: correct higher-level descriptions of 
misrepresented lower-level processes.

We think the supervenience category is conceptually solid, although it 
is arguable whether it is as appropriate for dealing with the Volterra 
model as it is for dealing with Strevens’s example of gases.

For Strevens, this is the main type of idealization. And another 
precursor is McMullin’s “material construct idealization” category.

Extension 2: Supervenience
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Diachronic difficulties
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As a further extension of the Mäki framework, we think 
more should be said about the dynamics of these 
idealizations.

How do idealizations move between the categories over 
time? What is most frequent? Initial early-step assumptions 
being corrected, or early-step assumptions receiving 
additional justification by paraphrase?

How frequently do scientists invoke these different 
categories, and in what language?

Dynamics of idealizations
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The notion that modelers provide a “commentary” on their model 
is right in Volterra’s case. But Volterra usually gives us many 
options for interpreting his idealizations (see above).

He does not appear to have a special regard for paraphrase-type 
over meta-claim-type assumptions. Should we take him at his 
word when in invokes (as he frequently does) the “early step” 
category?

This is partly problem of textual exegesis. How do we treat 
Volterra’s intentions? How faithfully must they be represented? Is it 
ok if our categories do not agree with his at all?

A big bowl of options
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Summary: A consensus view?

truth re-nomination

by meta-claimby paraphrase

applicability

negligibility

early-step

tractability

pedagogy

…

isolation

supervenience
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